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RUHR
CITYMAKERS-RUHR 2020 Networking Event
After starting with CITYMAKERS-RUHR in 2019, we now
invite you again to meet and discover: what does livable
city making mean today, what is our calling and potential
to act now as makers and thinkers? How can we move
forward and go deeper with our ideas to co-create and
innovate across disciplines and borders?
Things have changed unexpectedly since last November,
but our themes are even more relevant today. Experiencing the Lock-down made us think once more about the
impact of public space and about the awareness for our
neighborhoods. Accessibility and experience more than
ever do contribute to the quality of our lives and to a
resilient society. If you are curious what citymakers think
and feel about important places during corona-lockdown:
check out the KEEP WUHAN WALKING SERIES and our
CITYMAKERS RUHR REFLECTIONS on www.c-makers.de!

•
One step further, CITYMAKERS CHINA-EUROPE requested contributions for the VIRTUAL WALKS Project. 23
citymakers do their walks right now and will tell their
story by walking their beloved
city and share this by a short
video. One walk already took
place in Duisburg! Did you know:
Duisburg has the eldest SinoGerman twinning link,
established with the City of
Wuhan already in 1982.
Join the 2020 CITYMAKERS-RUHR NETWORK on 15th
September in Duisburg!
•

Sneak Preview of the first results of the VIRTUAL
WALKS PROJECT! The walks investigate fundamental
themes of life in cities that are as relevant for people
living in China as for those living Ruhr Metropolis
or any other European city. The official Launch will
happen on Sept 18/19 in Berlin.

Get in touch with the CITYMAKERS RUHR NETWORK
again! How can we learn from each other, across
disciplines and countries? We believe in collective
intelligence to design cities worth living in!
Reconsider with us the themes harvested in 2019
and the corona-reflections. We want to invite you to
follow-up in separated focused online workshops
during the winter season!

Your health and safety matters! We will provide an environment with plenty of space and a straight hygienic
framework to keep distance as needed but still be sure to
have an interactive and inspiring evening. Please register
for the event!
HOSTING PARTNERS & CONTACTS:
This event is supported by the City of Duisburg and the
Konfuzius-Institut Metropole Ruhr e.V.
Registration & Initiating local host:
Sebastian Schlecht,
sebastian@lala.ruhr,
Tel.: +49 1523 4596113
Information on CITYMAKERS ChinaEurope: Katja Hellkötter,
info@c-makers.de
Tel.: +49 3047034000

Where? When?
15. September 2020, 17.30 bis 21.00 pm
@ WorkCafé Tectrum - Bismarckstr. 142
47057 Duisburg

